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A Discussion
By William Brandimore

Background:
TH THE ONSET OF THE CIVIL WAR IN 1861, THE

uncertainty of a wartime economy led to widespread hoarding
of gold and silver. Since our U.S. money was specie -- gold and
silver -- with some copper nickel cents thrown in for good mea-

sure, this led to almost immediate mercantile and trade difficulty. Early efforts
to cope with the problem involved numerous private issues of tokens and even
the use of stamps for small change. The actual stamps themselves, although
issued in convenient denominations, soon became unfit for use due to soiling,
sticking together, etc. Postal authorities didn't think much of the idea either.
This shortage would quickly lead to the use of paper currency in both the North
and the South beginning with the beautiful "Montgomery" issue of Confederate
notes (the plates were engraved in New York City) and the Union Demand
Notes of 1861. This did nothing for day-to-day small change needs, however,
so General Francis E. Spinner, Treasurer of the United States, had prepared,
"Fractional" or "Postage Currency" as it was first designated.

The First Issue Notes
Notes were first printed in 1862 in 5-, 10-, 25- and 50-cent denomina-

tions. The 5-cent note carried a likeness of Thomas Jefferson, as engraved on
the 5-cent postage stamp of the 1861 General Issue. This was printed on brown
paper. The 10-cent note illustrated George Washington, as depicted on the 10-
cent stamp of the 1861 General Issue. It was printed in Green with Black ink on
white paper. The 25-cent note carried five "stamps" of Jefferson and the 50-cent
denomination featured five "stamps" of Washington (see the article by Fred
Reed). As mentioned, and perhaps because the issue utilized postage stamps, it
was designated "Postage Currency." Succeeding issues would not carry that
title. Initially, the faces and backs of the notes were printed by the National
Bank Note Company. To heighten security, however, the American Bank Note
company was contracted to print the backs. With two companies it was felt
there was less chance for misuse of their access to the currency. The later notes
carry a monogram, "ABCO" on the lower right hand corner of the back of the
note. Early printings by the National Bank Note Company only do not carry
these initials. The notes were printed in perforated and un-perforated sheets.
Un-perforated examples are more common than perforated, as are notes with
monograms.

Given these various combinations one might assume that there are 16
notes to collect in the series: 5-, 10-, 25- and 50-cent notes in perforated and
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un-perforated and with and without monograms. This is close. There are 17
distinct notes (not counting paper shades). There is a 50-cent perforated note
(Friedberg # 1310a) with 14 perforations per 20 millimeters instead of 12. This
note first came to light about 1890, when dealer Harlan P. Smith offered it for
sale. There is a great deal of circumstantial evidence that Mr. Smith manufac-
tured this note himself from several non-perforated sheets he was known to
have had in his possession. The notes have been around so long, however, and
with such well documented pedigrees that they still have enormous appeal to
some collectors. They have brought, recently, from $2,000 to $6,000. The
straight (un-perforated) edge 5- and 10-cent notes in particular, can be pur-
chased in Choice Uncirculated condition for under $100, a bargain in today's
market for a note that is 140 years old and a relic from our Civil War era, to
boot! Expect to pay considerably more for nice perforated examples and the 25-
and 50-cent no monogram varieties.

The Second Issue notes
Counterfeiting of these paper notes, something that hadn't really been

planned for led to the issuance of five different issues of this diminutive paper
money, as the Treasury struggled to provide "small change" for the nation. The
Second Issue features additional color and some quite detailed engraving of
period transportation. All four denominations, 5-, 10-, 25- and 50-cent values
display George Washington centered above a beehive-like harbor scene featur-
ing the unloading of several steamships, while teamsters are in the process of
loading or off-loading horse and wagon rigs with a steam locomotive in the
background. Collectors strive to find these notes well centered and "bright" --
not an easy task. They are quite attractive when found "as new." They are quite
unappealing when found well used. All these notes are gray on the face. The S-
cent note is a light brown on the back, the 10-cent green, the 25-cent
violet/purple shades, while the 50-center features a carmine or red back. An
eagle shield and banner device is surrounded by a larger shield and over-printed
with a large denominational numeral outlined in bronze. Brightness adds desir-
ability, an attractive gray on premium notes, a drab gray on those less favored.

These notes were printed between October 10, 1863, and February 23,
1867. An anti-counterfeiting device was included in this printing and helped
create some of the many fascinating varieties that make fractional collecting so
challenging! Washington is circled on the face of the note in a thick oval of
bronze powder. In original condition this bronzing is quite bright, even, blaz-
ing! The oval was applied by sprinkling bronze powder on the printed sheets
after sizing (glue) was "printed on the sheets." the excess was shaken or blown
off and the remaining powder framed Washington in quite a dramatic fashion.
In addition, the backs were overprinted in a similar manner, with a large numer-
al matching the denomination of the note. When the sheets were fed into the
press incorrectly, inverted overprints occurred. They are quite obvious and
noticeable. All the inverted overprints are quite scarce. On even rarer occasions,
the wrong denomination or a mismatched back plate was utilized. These are
very rare! In addition to the denomination, other "surcharges" also appear on
the backs of the notes; such as "18-63" and a variety of alphabet letters. These
letters identified the notes (apparently) for Treasury officials as the government
was printing this issue entirely in-house and wanted to keep track of how the
various papers and inks weathered circulation. There are no fewer than 20 dif-
ferent surcharge varieties for the four denominations, combined, in addition to
the notes that had no surcharges beyond Washington's portrait and the large
denomination numeral.

Another aspect of the testing that was going on involved attempts to print
the notes "dry" rather than "wet." Printers knew that they could get a better
impression with less pressure if the paper was wet. This, however, involved the
process of drying the notes between the various printing steps. This took a long
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time and a War was on. Working with a chemist, Dr. Gwynn, efforts were
made to utilize the "fiber" or membrane paper that he had developed. It was
possible to print this paper "dry." With the dry process, however, the backs and
faces needed to be printed as separate sheets and glued together on completion.
It didn't work particularly well. The presses needed to bring too much pressure
to bear and broke down frequently. The experiment did, however, provide
some fascinating "fiber paper varieties" for collectors to pursue down to the
present day. Jealousy and politics were even more in evidence then than they
are today. Dr. Gwynn was actually placed in prison at one time and a heavy
cloud of concern was unfairly placed on Spencer Clark, the first
Superintendent of the National Currency Bureau (forerunner to the BEP), as
well. It all turned out all right in the end, but that is another story (see Benny
Bolin's literature article).

The Third Issue Notes
The Third Issue of Fractional Currency was printed and issued between

December 5, 1864, and August 16, 1869. If there were only one issue to collect,
the third would be more than enough to excite our interest. This issue provides
numerous rarities as well as many minor distinctions that allow the specialist to
identify interesting and collectable varieties. There are six denominations, two
basic types of paper, two major color variations, forbidden portraits, small and
difficult to locate plate position letters, hand-signed notes, notes with engraved
signatures on the plates and some with no signatures at all. Early stamp collec-
tors were quite smitten with fractionals, and I suspect the Third Issue with its
position letters and other variations was the major drawing card. We have the
stamp collectors to thank for the fact that so many of these little notes were
saved in high grades of preservation. The lowest denomination of the series
was a 3-cent note produced in two varieties: one with a light background to
Washington's portrait and the other with a dark background. Additional cross-

--ttW hatching on the plate apparently produced the later and darker variety. The
three-cent value was used only in the third series. It is quite popular with flea
market enthusiasts as well as collectors. Frequently seen are multiples as the
notes were often shipped to banks in sheets. Sheets are not rare, but not inex-
pensive either. This note is known inverted and is quite rare in that configura-
tion. There is also a "no pearls" sub-variety that omits the engraving trim of
pearls hanging from a small diamond at the bottom of the frilly trim below
Washington's image.

The 5-cent note features the Superintendent of the National Currency
Bureau (which would eventually become the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing) Spencer Clark. Clark was a very conscientious public servant. He
saved the tax payers considerable expense by convincing his superiors that the
government could print the money in-house rather than allowing bank note
companies to continue to do so. He outraged a lot of people, however, when he
put his likeness on the third issue 5-cent note. So much so, that Congressional
enactment was undertaken to forbid living people from being placed on our
nation's currency thereafter engraved. This note comes with red and green
backs. Red was apparently an earlier effort, possibly even trial in nature, as
many seem to have been given as presentation pieces and subsequently saved.
Thus we have quite a supply of 5-cent through 50-cent red backs. Clark notes
had no hand signed varieties, as did the 10-, 15- and 50-cent values. They also
come (some of them) with a position letter "a" about midway up the face of the
left hand edge of the note. This identifies the notes as having been one of the
left margin notes when the sheet was printed. The "a" notes frequently feature
ink smears, as they were closest to the edge of the plate where that sort of thing
could happen. The 5-centers also carried engraved signatures in only one com-
bination, Colby/Spinner for the individuals serving as the Register of the
Treasury and the Treasurer of the United States at the time. There are four 5-
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cent varieties; green back and red back, with and without plate position letter
"a". They are known inverted and quite scarce. Multiples are also quite rare.

Ten-cent notes also come with red and green backs, plus a position letter
"1" in about the same location on the sheet as the Clark "a" letters. They
denote the same thing, a left hand margin note. They also come with beautiful
bronze surcharges front and back. These surcharges are especially bold on 10-
cent notes. On the face of the note are, depending on the state of preservation
and the level of oxidation, brilliant bronze or gold colored "10"s. On the back

of the note is the outline of a large bronze "10." These bronze surcharges
were printed on the note by applying sizing (glue in the shape of the
desired outline), then dispensing powdered bronze, and shaking off the
non-adhering residue. This treatment provides a breathtaking appearance
on Gem notes. These notes also carry both engraved and autograph signa-
tures. The engraved signatures are those of Colby/Spinner and the hand-
signed notes come in two varieties, Colby/Spinner and the later combina-
tion of Jeffries/Spinner. The Jeffries/Spinner combination is quite a bit
scarcer, but the price differential is not extreme. There are seven varieties

of 10-cent notes: green and red back, with a "1" position letter for engraved
signature types and without. None of the hand signed notes have sheet position
letters in any of the denominations, thus two varieties of hand-signed and
TWO known examples of hand-signed Colby/Spinner notes on Green paper.
ALL other Fractional Currency notes with autographs other than latter-day
courtesy autographs have red backs.

Generals U. S. Grant and W. T. Sherman grace a 15-cent denomination
for the Third Issue that was never issued because of the prohibition following
Spencer Clark's placement of his own likeness on the 5-cent note. These 15-

centers were prepared in Specimen (uniface, narrow margins) and Proof
(uniface wide margins). There are four varieties of this note: engraved
signatures of Colby/Spinner and autographed signatures of
Colby/Spinner, Jeffries/Spinner and Allison/Spinner. The engraved sig-
nature is matched with a green back and the hand-signed varieties are
matched with red backs. Colby/Spinner autographs are quite scarce in
narrow margin; most were removed from Pink Fractional Currency
Shields (counterfeit detectors of the times, see Dave Bower's column).
These notes are extremely popular with collectors and no type set is

really complete without a pair.
Twenty-five-cent notes feature a portrait of William P. Fessenden,

Senator from Maine and Lincoln's last Secretary of the Treasury. He was alive
but the notes bearing Fessenden, Spinner and early likenesses of Lincoln on
ten dollar bills, Chase and others were already circulating when the Clark S-
cent note appeared so they did not fun afoul of the law prohibiting living per-
son's likenesses on notes. There are no hand-signed Fessendens, but they still

manage to number 9 varieties. These include red and green backs, with
and without ''a" surcharges on the left margin position, at about 2:00
o'clock to the right of the small "25" in the lower left corner; a scarce
green back variety with the "a" 6 mm to the right of where it should be;
two green backs with and without the "a" on heavy fiber paper and two
solid surcharge notes with and without the "a" also on heavy fiber
paper. These notes have solid bronzing around the "25" on either side
of the portrait, a bit smaller but solid rather than an outline. Census for

the rare solid surcharge with "a" stands currently at 12 notes known.
The fifty-cent notes, however, are the ones that really make this series.

They are difficult to locate fully margined and they have four varieties to each
subset of notes. First, Justice notes are listed after the Spinner notes in the
Friedberg catalog, but were printed first -- about 9,000,000, before they were
counterfeited and Spinner's likeness was pressed into service. There are 32
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varieties, as follows: three autograph numbers (by numbers I refer to the
Friedberg catalog which is really a must for paper money collectors since it
helps identify varieties and has a great deal of valuable information). The three
autographs are all of the Colby/Spinner signature combination. All have red
backs. One is on regular paper without back surcharges; one is on regular paper
with back surcharges "A-2-6-5" in the four corners. The third is on fiber paper

- with back surcharges of "S-2-6-4". The only obvious explanation
for the "64" and "65" differences seems to be the year of printing.
Next are three groups of red reverses with engraved signatures.
They all exhibit plate positioning (see the article by Mike
Marchioni) information thus: printed in sheets of 12; the upper
left hand corner notes have a "1" and an "a". The "1" is mid-note
on the left, the "a" is below a bronzed "50" design figure on the
left side of the note. The next two notes going across the top of

the sheet have "a" only plate positions...in the same location as the preceding
note. The three notes going down the left side of the sheet, below the corner
note have only "1"s. The remaining six notes have no plate position letters at
all. This plate position lettering system is used throughout the rest of the
Justice notes and on the Spinner notes. Thus we have red back, no back sur-
charges, 4 varieties; red back, a-2-6-5 back surcharges, 4 varieties; red back S-
2-6-4, fiber paper, very rare (these are the 1913 nickels of Fractional
Currency), 4 varieties. Green back, no back surcharges, 4 varieties; green back
a-2-6-5, compactly spaced, 4 varieties; green back, a-2-6-5, widely spaced, 4

varieties. Green back, a-2-6-5, fiber paper, 4 varieties; green
back, S-2-64, 1 variety with no plate position letters, very rare.
Inverts are known for red, green back and fiber paper notes.
The Spinner notes account for 19 varieties: Red back, a-2-6-5, 4
notes; three autograph notes, Colby/Spinner no design figures,
Colby/Spinner, Allison /Spinner and the rare Allison/New.
Green back, no surcharges, 4 varieties; Green back, a-2-6-5, 4
varieties; Green back, type 2 design, 4 varieties. Inverts are

known for type 1 and type 2 notes. The most difficult factor in collecting
Justice design notes are the tiny margins. On sheets the notes were spaced 1/4
inch apart on the top and bottom and 1/8 inch on the sides. Thus a perfectly
centered note has top and bottom margins of 1/8th of an inch-top and bottom
and 1/16th of an inch on either side. Good margins seem to be much more
prevalent with Spinner notes.

The Fourth Issue Notes
Fourth Issue notes were printed from July 14, 1869, through February

16, 1875. They were the first fractional notes to carry the Treasury Seal. All
bear the engraved signatures of Register of the Treasury John Allison and
Treasurer John C. New, who succeeded Francis Spinner as Treasurer. He
served from June 30, 1875, through July 1, 1876. As a footnote to the third
issue, the Rare F#1330, a 50-cent autograph Spinner note was signed by
Allison and New, apparently some having been left blank and discovered after
New took office, then subsequently signed by New and Allison. I have in my
collection a 1330 that somehow got into circulation and acquired considerable
wear and tear, grading no better than good, unlike all other survivors I have
seen which generally grade Gem New or close to it. The Fourth Issue is com-
prised of only four denominations. With the issue of 3-cent and 5 cent nickel
coins, fractional paper was only issued in denominations of 10-, 15-, 25- and
50-cents.

The ten-cent denomination features Liberty with four variations combin-
ing blue end paper/regular paper, with or without watermarks, and large and
small seals. For a type set I recommend the F-1259 or F-1261 since they are
quite stunning with the contrasting red seal and blue end paper. Be sure to
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find a well-centered note and you won't be disappointed.
Fifteen-cent notes, like the three-centers are quite popular with the flea

market crowd and type collectors. They feature an engraving of Columbia, an
Indian Princess that allegorically represented the Americas. She has a fancy
headgear that appears to be an Eagle resting on her head, lots of feathers at any
rate. Before France gave us the Statute of Liberty for a 100th birthday present,
Columbia was seen as a popular symbol, like Liberty, of American freedom. She
was frequently featured on Civil War era memorial statues and was utilized
atop the Sailors and Soldiers Monument in downtown Detroit on a traffic
island a bit south of Campus Martius! These too, come in regular and blue end
paper, with and without watermarks, and with large and small seals. It is an
attractive note in all varieties, with centering being the most difficult collecting
objective. These notes seem to come with tight top or bottom margins much
more frequently than the other denominations in the series.

The 25-cent note features George Washington and has the same four
varieties, large seal/small seal, blue end paper/regular paper, and with and with-
out watermarks.

Fifty-centers come in three types: a great engraving of Lincoln,
,Batalataaj Secretary of War Stanton, and Samuel Dexter who was a Secretary of

War and Treasury Departments from 1800-1801. Because of the green
seal on the Dexter note you will see occasional references to it in old
catalogs as a 5th issue note. Among these notes Lincoln is the heavy-
weight, frequently bringing $800 or more for gem examples, while the
Stantons and Dexters are much more affordable. The great thing about
fractionals is that even some of the fairly rare numbers can be obtained
economically in lower grades. Notes of the Fourth Issue were heavily

used end large numbers survive. Along with the First and Fifth issues they seem
to be the easiest and most affordable to collect.

The Fifth Issue Notes
Fifth Issue notes feature two real sourpusses. Sourpuss number 1 is

William Meredith, a Secretary of the Treasury from 1849-1850. He is on the
ten-cent note which comes with a green seal variety that is much scarcer
than the two red seal varieties: long and short keys in the Treasury Seal.
The green seal variety is very tough to find with Gem centering. The red
seals can be found fairly easily with Gem centering (not at the $8 I paid a
number of years ago), but in the $50 to $75 range.

Robert J. Walker, Secretary of the Treasury between 1845 and 1849
is the second sourpuss, but a distant second sourpuss at that. Meredith was
so sour that his portrait was the object of much contemporary and modern
cartooning (check the 1997 FUN/Friedberg catalog for examples of the
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Rogue's Gallery that was created from them). Walker apears on two vari-
eties, long and short key.

The final fractional note of this, the final series (yes, but see page
59) is the Crawford fifty-center, listed as two varieties. One of these days
the cataloger will probably drop the pink variety since it is really just an
ink quality control matter. At any rate, Mr. Crawford, a Bob Hope look-
alike, was an unsuccessful candidate for President of the United States and
served as Secretary of War and the Treasurer from 1815-1825. This is
one of my favorite notes. You can make a real connection with non-col-
lectors by pointing out the Bob Hope factor, and perhaps he is a distant relative
since he certainly looks like the actor/comedian. This note
was saved in large numbers and is also an economical note to
seek out for a type collection. I am told the last series became
less popular with the public as coins became more readily
available after the Civil War, and supposedly many were
shipped West to pay military personnel.

This concludes my discussion of the five issues of
Fractional Currency. Other examples of this specialty include
Proofs, Specimens, Inverts, Uncut Sheets, Shields, in short,
more fascinating facets of these notes that make them so appealing to collectors,
me included.
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GREAT HAUL OF RASCALS.
Seizure of $70,000 of liburions Frac-

tional Currency.

Capture of Dies, Plates, Presses, &C.

EIGHT PERSONS IN CUSTODY.

Illstory of Their Operations.

Poe several months Ingeniously •Ibented fifty
Nat counterfeit motes, fraello•al eurreaey,
Uwe bees In simulation along lite Use
of the gibs Railroad and Is this City. Bo
enaelly did the bogus Issue resemble tea
gentile*. It bad almost grown I.• be a eustom sot to
refuse them im places where Ume Is the matter of
mating change Is a great cossideratIon 1 and it was
*sly et backta•hosma and brokers' •farm that

611 WHO detected and thrown out. Thls proving a
great sanoranee to our merchants and bantam Ines
generally. the authorities at Washington were an-

paled to, and skilliul:ortactivesiwer• employed Is

Gleanings from My Fractional
Currency Archive - 6,7

By Fred Reed
COUNTERFEIT POSTAGE CURRENCY.--There are
counterfeit 50c notes of the new postage currency in circulation
in our city, and as they are quite well executed, we desire to put
the public on their guard against them. There are four distinct
and easily noted marks by which they may be detected: First, the
paper is thinner than the genuine; second, the five faces of
Washington vary considerably from each other in the counter-
feit, so much so that two or three of them, if standing alone,
would hardly be taken to be portraits of Washington, while on
the genuine they all closely resemble each other; third, the linked
letters "U.S.," under the middle face of Washington, in the
counterfeit, do not show the lower end of the "S.," inside of the
leg of the "U.," while in the genuine they do -- this mark is easily
seen; fourth, the border around the lettering and "50" on the
back of the counterfeit is dark, and the lines are crowded, while
in the genuine the border is open, with a line of light dots run-
ning through the middle all the way round. In the counterfeit
this middle line is almost invisible, while in the genuine it is so
distinct as to catch the eye at once. These marks will enable any
one to detect the counterfeit.

-- Cincinnati Daily Enquirer, December 4, 1862
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